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mainly industrialists who supported a policy of modified Free
Trade, like their counterparts in England. But the need for
increased revenue to support the growing army and to pay for
social insurance, coupled with the example of France flourishing
under Thiers' policy of Protection, converted him to high
tariffs. He had always felt uncomfortable in alliance with a
party which aimed at increased powers for Parliament. The
dropping of the Kulturkampf enabled him to gain the support
of the powerful new Centrum, while the Junkers (the social
class to which he himself belonged) were delighted at corn-
duties which would eliminate the competition of America and
Russia with the crops grown on their estates. One by one he
dropped his Liberal ministers and replaced them by Catholics
or Conservatives. This new coalition eagerly supported
anti-Socialist legislation, and had no objection to insurance
schemes which annoyed factory-owners.
§ 165. the young captain drops the old pilot.—Yet
these domestic problems were a mere side-issue with the
Chancellor : his main concern was always with foreign affairs.
As we have seen, his policy was conservative—above all to
prevent France from ever being in a position to wage a war of
revenge. When the Congress of Berlin broke up the Dreikaiser-
bund and left the Czar indignant at Prussia's " ingratitude "
(§ 161), Bismarck felt that he must take precautions against an
attack from the east. So in August 1879 he arranged a formal
alliance with Austria, by which each Power undertook to come
to the aid of the other if attacked by Russia. Two years later
the French occupation of Tunis (N72)—cunningly encouraged
by Bismarck himself to that end—seemed like a threat to the
security of Italy. King Humbert (who had succeeded Victor
Emmanuel in 1878) asked for admittance to the Austro-German
circle, and after a show of reluctance Bismarck consented. He
had a poor opinion of the fighting value of the Italian army,
but it would at least draw off French troops to the Alpine
frontier in the event of another Franco-German war. Thus

